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Build your Education and Community business 
by learning the top strategies that are 
disrupting the education industry.



Dear Educator

For centuries, education has been confined to the walls of schools, colleges, and institutions. Enter the 
education technology (edtech) boom since 2020 and the very ideology around teaching and learning 
has been revolutionized. Edtech has completely redefined how knowledge is imparted and how skills 
are acquired.

The Global Education Summit is a 2 day Summit for educators, trainers, coaches, speakers, mentors, 
students and industry leaders from all around the world, who are wanting to be part of the global 
education revolution and the biggest industry disruption we have seen in decades. 

The Summit is being hosted in 40+ cities with 10,000+ entrepreneurs and students joining us! As 
trainers, educators and students, we are facing the greatest disruption of all markets.

The crisis has accelerated the revolution taking place in training and education. Over 1.5 billion children 
have been learning from home. Over 3 billion people have been in lockdown with no face-to-face meet-
ings, workshops or conferences.

Education technology, remote mentoring and personalized learning have all been booming. Now that 
people are able to return to schools and o�ces, many are choosing not to. With this shift comes a huge 
opportunity for every student, every teacher, trainer, coach, consultant, educator and speaker.

Did you know that the global training and education market will reach $10 trillion in size by 2030? It is 
the biggest industry in the world ready for disruption. As we go from industrial one-size-fits-all educa-
tion and training to personalised mentorship and digital learning, there are simple ways for you to bene-
fit from this disruption today.

Many of our Faculty who are creating content and educating with it in a new digital world, as well as our 
key city leaders building their own cities and communities have more than doubled their revenues in 
the past 12 months.

Join us for the biggest Education Summit, where you can learn, share, grow, inspire and get connected 
with some of the top educators in the world today.

Keep shining

 

Roger James Hamilton
Founder & CEO
Genius Group, GeniusU, Entrepreneurs Institute 
and Entrepreneur Resorts

WELCOME



Over 20,000 entrepreneurs, changemakers and educators
from over 40 cities are joining us virtually for the summit.
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Roger is a world renowned futurist, New York Times 

bestselling author and entrepreneur who mentors 

Entrepreneurs to grow their enterprises and 

find their flow.

Roger is the founder of Genius Group, a $300 million 

group of companies leading the entrepreneur move-

ment. Genius Group is World's largest Entrepreneur 

Education Group with over 1,800,000 entrepreneurs in 

over 200 cities. The Group includes his tech company, 

GeniusU, which connects entrepreneurs to the smartest 

knowledge, purpose, connections and opportunities. It 

also includes Genius Resorts, the world’s leading Entre-

preneur Resorts and Beach Clubs.

Roger is the creator of Wealth Dynamics, Genius Test, 

Talent Dynamics & Impact Dynamics, used by over 

1,800,000 entrepreneurs to follow their flow. All of 

Roger’s companies empower the Entrepreneur Move-

ment - collectively growing our ability to create and 

contribute wealth.

About



YOUR KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

SALMAN KHAN

Educator, entrepreneur, philanthropist. 
Founder of Khan Academy

Sal Khan is the founder and CEO of Khan Academy, a nonprofit organization with a 

mission to provide a free, world-class education for anyone, anywhere. He is also the 

founder of Khan Lab School, a nonprofit laboratory school in Mountain View, California, 

and Schoolhouse.world, a new nonprofit started during the pandemic that o�ers free 

tutoring.

Sal founded Khan Academy as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization in 2008. Khan Acade-

my’s platform includes more than 70,000 practice problems as well as videos and 

articles that cover a range of K–12 subjects. Khan Academy’s learning system is mastery 

based, which allows students to master key concepts at a pace that’s right for them 

before moving on to more challenging content. The organization partners with school 

districts across the country and around the world that serve students who are historically 

under-resourced. In the United States, school districts use Khan Academy Districts and 

MAP Accelerator to help teachers di�erentiate instruction. Nearly 20 million learners use 

Khan Academy every month in 190 countries and 46 languages.

Sal has been profiled by 60 Minutes, featured on the cover of Forbes, and recognized as 

one of TIME’s 100 Most Influential People in the World. In his book, The One World 

Schoolhouse, Sal outlines his vision for the future of education. The ideas in One World 

are the basis for Khan Lab School.

Sal lives in Mountain View, California, with his wife and three children.



YOUR KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

SETH GODIN

Best selling author, thought leader, 
entrepreneur and educator.

Download Seths PDF on
Stop stealing dreams. What is school for?

SETH GODIN is the author of 20 books that have been bestsellers around the world and 

have been translated into more than 35 languages. He’s also the founder of the altMBA 

and The Akimbo Workshops, online seminars that have transformed the work of thou-

sands of people.

He writes about the post-industrial revolution, the way ideas spread, marketing, quitting, 

leadership and most of all, changing everything. You might be familiar with his books 

Linchpin, Tribes, The Dip and Purple Cow. His book, This Is Marketing, was an instant 

bestseller around the world. The newest book, The Practice, is out at the end of 2020 

and is already a bestseller.

In addition to his writing and speaking, Seth has founded several companies, including 

Yoyodyne and Squidoo. His blog (which you can find by typing “seth” into Google) is one 

of the most popular in the world. His podcast is in the top 1% of all podcasts worldwide. 

In 2018, he was inducted into the Marketing Hall of Fame. More than 20,000 people 

have taken the powerful Akimbo workshops he founded, including the altMBA and The 

Marketing Seminar.

https://static.altmba.com/share/Stop_Stealing_Dreams_altMBA_200506.pdf


YOUR KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

STEPHEN MR COVEY

Leadership development 
pioneer and educator.

Stephen M. R. Covey is a New York Times and #1 Wall Street Journal best-selling author 

of The SPEED of Trust—The One Thing That Changes Everything. He is the former CEO 

of Covey Leadership Center, which, under his stewardship, became the largest leader-

ship development company in the world. Stephen personally led the strategy that 

propelled his father’s book, Dr. Stephen R. Covey’s The 7 Habits of Highly E�ective 

People, to become one of the two most influential business books of the 20th Century, 

according to CEO Magazine.



ANGIE STEAD

YOUR SUMMIT SPEAKERS

Angie Stead is co-founder and leader of Genius School 
and founder of a national home-based early childhood 
organisation and 4 location-based early childhood cen-
tres in New Zealand, Education Angels and Magic Sparks.

Roberta “Bobbi” DePorter, co-founder and president of 
Quantum Learning Network (QLN), is an early pioneer in 
the field of accelerated learning. Through her study and 
application, Quantum Learning teaching and learning 
methods were developed.  Her SuperCamp learning and 
life skills youth program, now in its 40th year, has over 
85,000 students and is o�ered in fourteen countries. Her 
Quantum Learning Education division produces school-
wide programs for teachers, administrators, students and 
parents, in thousands of schools and districts in the U.S., 
as well as international programs. Through these 
programs and the 8 Keys of Excellence character 
program, her work has impacted millions of young people 
around the world. Bobbi is the author of more than a 
dozen books on teaching and learning including Excel-
lence in Teaching and Learning: The Quantum Learning 
System, Quantum Success, and The Seven Biggest Teen 
Problems And how to turn them into Strengths.

Partner

Genius Schools

BOBBI DEPORTER
Co-Founder and President

Quantum Learning Network (QLN)



DANIEL PRIESTLEY

YOUR SUMMIT SPEAKERS

Daniel Priestley is a successful entrepreneur who's built and 
sold businesses in Australia, Singapore, and the UK. He's 
the co-founder of Dent Global, one of the world's top busi-
ness accelerators for entrepreneurs and leaders to stand 
out and scale up. 

With o�ces in London, Sydney, Singapore and Tampa, the 
program is endorsed by the Institute of Leadership and 
Management. Over 500 entrepreneurs and leaders, each 
year participate globally in developing their businesses with 
the support of high-net-worth mentors. 

Daniel is the author of four best-selling books Key Person of 
Influence, Entrepreneur Revolution, Oversubscribed and 
24Assets. 

He's named as one of the top 25 entrepreneurs in London 
(Smith & Williamson Power 100) and awarded as being in 
the Top 10 Business Advisors (Enterprise Nation).

Jo Formosa is an engaging and inspiring practitioner and 
International speaker in Ayurveda, Chinese Medicine, 
Remedial therapy and Neuro-strategies.

Specialising in serious health conditions – from cancer and 
digestive disorders to cardiovascular disease, diabetes and 
autoimmune problems – she has a knack for intuitively 
understanding the body and reversing even the most 
complex problems.

For Jo, real healing is done on an individual level and she’s 
not afraid of disrupting the traditional models. In our busy, 
fast-paced, and fast-food culture, too often seemingly 
-small, or niggling, health problems that arise in everyday 
life are ignored – these become the building blocks of 
serious disease. The key is treating the cause and not 
the symptoms.

Together with internationally-acclaimed wealth expert 
Roger James Hamilton, she has also co-created Health 
Dynamics - the world’s first system to link your health (what 
naturally gets your body in flow), your wealth (what naturally 
gets your mind in flow) and your happiness (what naturally 
gets your spirit into flow). This allows users to find out where 
they are on the health spectrum – and ultimately make their 
way higher, to better health and wellbeing.

Co-Founder

Dent Global

JO FORMOSA
Founder,

Health Dynamics



MARK ROBINSON

YOUR SUMMIT SPEAKERS

Mark is the Founder and CEO of The International Academy 
of Wealth, an online education platform that equips users 
with the know-how to make smart investment decisions. For 
over 23 years, Mark has worked with the likes of Business 
Owners, CEOs as well as investment newbies who wish to 
grow their wealth and attain financial independence.

Join Mark as he shares his Wealth Creation Strategies and 
how to Perfect one's Investment Portfolio; strategies that 
have helped scores of people take control of their 
financial future.

Michelle is Chief Partnerships O�cer and Remote Sales 
Manager for Genius Group. She is also one of the Head 
Faculty members, in the Genius Institute, delivering training 
and solutions to entrepreneurs all over the world.

Michelle has run promotions generating millions of dollars 
over the past 10 years. She has trained hundreds of trainers, 
coaches, mentors, educators and speakers to generate six 
figure results within 12 weeks and is an expert at how to 
create super attractive and compelling o�ers for clients.

Michelle heads up the remote sales team and spearheaded 
the remote sales strategy at Genius Group during the crisis.

CEO

International Academy of Wealth

MICHELLE CLARKE
Chief Partnerships O�cer, 

Genius Group

We help dynamic entrepreneurs & consultants to profitably 
double their digital revenues in 90 days using Facebook & 
Linkedin marketing funnels … WITHOUT wasting time, tech 
overwhelm and spending a fortune on marketing.

NEERAJ SHAH
Founder & CEO

Titan Masterminds



SIMON ZUTSHI

YOUR SUMMIT SPEAKERS

Simon Zutshi, experienced investor, successful entrepre-
neur and best-selling author, is widely recognised as one 
of the top wealth creation strategists in the UK. Having 
started to invest in property in 1995 and went on to 
become financially independent by the age of 32.

Passionate about sharing his experience, Simon founded 
the property investor’s network in 2003 www.pinmeet-
ing.co.uk which has grown to become the largest proper-
ty networking organisation in the UK, with monthly meet-
ings in 50 cities, designed specifically to provide a sup-
portive, educational and inspirational environment for 
people like you to network with and learn from other 
successful investors.

Suraj Naik is the Chief Marketing O�cer at Genius Group. 
He also sits on its board. Genius Group is world’s largest 
entrepreneur education group with over 1.8 million students 
in over 200 cities.

After successfully launching Wealth Dynamics and Million-
aire Master Plan, where he was responsible for executing a 
4 month campaign to ensure placement of The Millionaire 
Master Plan book on the bestsellers list of New York Times, 
USA Today, Amazon and Barnes & Noble, Suraj led the 
launch of GeniusU (www.geniusu.com)

Suraj’s areas of expertise range from setting up remote 
development and digital marketing teams, marketing auto-
mation, CRM, big data, consulting and entrepreneurship. He 
holds a Masters in Business Administration.

Founder

Property Investors Network

SURAJ NAIK
Chief Marketing O�cer

Genius Group

Tamami has been supporting entrepreneurs and business 
owners all over Japan with the Wealth Dynamics methodol-
ogy while raising awareness of this innovative strategy 
across the country. She learned directly from Roger and has 
had the most mentoring sessions with Roger in the world. 

TAMAMI USHIKI
CEO

Japan Dynamics Group



GOLD PARTNERS

ALISON SHADRACK
Founder & CEO  |   Adia PR
adiapr.co.uk

ANGIE STEAD 
Partner  |  Genius Schools 
school.geniusu.com

Adia PR is the PR Agency for Disruptive Entrepreneurs and Thought Leaders supporting them to 
build brand awareness and be heard and seen in front of their ideal audience.

Angie Stead is co-founder and leader of Genius School and founder of a national home-based 
early childhood organisation and 4 location-based early childhood centres in New Zealand, 
Education Angels and Magic Sparks.

ROBERTA “BOBBI” DEPORTER  
Co-Founder and President  |  Quantum Learning Network (QLN)
qln.com

Roberta “Bobbi” DePorter, co-founder and president of Quantum Learning Network (QLN), is an 
early pioneer in the field of accelerated learning. Through her study and application, Quantum 
Learning teaching and learning methods were developed.  Her SuperCamp learning and life 
skills youth program, now in its 40th year, has over 85,000 students and is o�ered in fourteen 
countries. Her Quantum Learning Education division produces schoolwide programs for teach-
ers, administrators, students and parents, in thousands of schools and districts in the U.S., as 
well as international programs. Through these programs and the 8 Keys of Excellence character 
program, her work has impacted millions of young people around the world. Bobbi is the author 
of more than a dozen books on teaching and learning including Excellence in Teaching and 
Learning: The Quantum Learning System, Quantum Success, and The Seven Biggest Teen Prob-
lems And how to turn them into Strengths.

CATHY SHEPPARD  
Founder & CEO  |  BSI People Skills Ltd
bsipeopleskills.co.nz

Cathy is passionate about empowering people, leaders and teams - transforming businesses 
and changing people’s lives and loves seeing the di�erences this understanding makes in 
teams and individuals. People working well together makes life and business better!



GOLD PARTNERS

DANIEL PRIESTLEY
Co-Founder  |   Dent Global
dent.global

DEL LEWIS
Chief Entrepreneurial O�cer  |  TriClare Business Holdings
triclareholdings.com

HANKA PÚLLOVÁ
CEO  |   Know How Klub s.r.o.
digiskills.cz

JOSEF HAJKR
CEO  |   SHINE Consulting s.r.o.
shine.cz/en

Daniel Priestley is a successful entrepreneur who's built and sold businesses in Australia, Singa-
pore, and the UK. He's the co-founder of Dent Global, one of the world's top business accelera-
tors for entrepreneurs and leaders to stand out and scale up. 

With o�ces in London, Sydney, Singapore and Tampa, the program is endorsed by the Institute 
of Leadership and Management. Over 500 entrepreneurs and leaders, each year participate 
globally in developing their businesses with the support of high-net-worth mentors. 

Daniel is the author of four best-selling books Key Person of Influence, Entrepreneur Revolution, 
Oversubscribed and 24Assets. 

He's named as one of the top 25 entrepreneurs in London (Smith & Williamson Power 100) and 
awarded as being in the Top 10 Business Advisors (Enterprise Nation).

Del is a Venturepreneur. His company, TriClare Business Holdings, partners with small and 
mid-sized businesses to accelerate their profitability through the e�ective use of existing and 
customized systems.

We believe that you will enjoy working on your projects, changes, and innovations. We provide 
meaningful, simple, and practical solutions which lead to increased e�ciency and promote 
personal well-being.

Josef Hajkr (SHINE Consulting) and Hanka Púllová (Digiskills.cz) are partners who together 
create the GeniusU project management niche - The ultimate gateway to digital project 
management for entrepreneurs. 



KATHY BRADLEY | HOWARD CAIN
Partners  |   Asana Property Investments 
asanapropertyinvestments.co.uk

GOLD PARTNERS

JO FORMOSA
Founder  |  Health Dynamics
healthdynamics.geniusu.com 

LAURA HARTLEY
Founder  |  Laura Hartley Recruitment
lh-recruitment.co.uk

Jo Formosa is an engaging and inspiring practitioner and International speaker in Ayurveda, 
Chinese Medicine, Remedial therapy and Neuro-strategies.

Together with internationally-acclaimed wealth expert Roger James Hamilton, she has also 
co-created Health Dynamics - the world’s first system to link your health (what naturally gets 
your body in flow), your wealth (what naturally gets your mind in flow) and your happiness (what 
naturally gets your spirit into flow). This allows users to find out where they are on the health 
spectrum – and ultimately make their way higher, to better health and wellbeing.

Asana Property Investments are Howard Cain and Kathy Bradley. They invest in properties in 
North West England providing comfortable homes and helping others do the same.

They host the independent ASANA Property Meet and co-host the NW Property MBA 
programme helping others to invest wisely in property, the North West and themselves.

Kathy is a deal maker, readily connecting with others. She is a property investor with a strong 
sales & financial services background. Away from property, she is a CIPD qualified training 
professional, a qualified yoga teacher and therapist.

Howard Cain is a Creator. He is a property investor and a Chartered Insurer with 35 years’ 
experience in financial services. He is a highly qualified training professional, a registered CMI 
mentor and MBTI practitioner.

Laura has more than 20 years in the recruitment industry, including her own company which 
has a track record for placing exceptional candidates in great jobs across the UK and globally. 
Recruiting can be expensive if you get it wrong and can seriously damage the brand, reputa-
tion, and the engagement of your current employees. In 2020 she launched Talent for Good to 
support SMEs with their recruitment campaigns, this is not to be confused with the traditional 
recruitment process. Talent for Good works with the business owner from identifying the talent 
they require, right through to onboarding and retaining the recruit. Laura is also a qualified 
business coach and mentor. Her specialist areas are new business, people coaching, recruit-
ment, onboarding, employee engagement, Talent Dynamic profiling.



LOURDES GANT
Managing Director  |   Sustainable Aquaculture 
sustainableaquaculture.ca

GOLD PARTNERS

LILI NIEMANN
Founder and CEO  |  E-Square Education
e-square.co.za 

LUCA BERNARDINI
CEO  |  Crypto Investor Club
app.geniusu.com/companies/486

E-Square Enterprises is an educational entity comprised of various online and physical 
institutes, delivering on opportunities o�ering quality and accredited qualifications to enrolled 
learners and students, as well as skills development and a healthy holistic learning environment.  

Lourdes’ success is built on the unique perspective that intuition and higher purpose are 
integral components to a successful company. Her powerful insights have led her to work with 
business owners around the world to align their core purpose with practical, realistic, and 
achievable goals. With almost twenty years of advising and advocating under her belt, she 
knows that a successful career and a life of enjoyment are not mutually exclusive.  She is the 
co-owner of Manatee Holdings Ltd. Manatee Holdings' mandate is to create the most environ-
mentally beneficial food production operation on land or sea anywhere in the world.

We provide investors with the knowhow needed to safely navigate the crypto investing world. 
Our approach is to walk through all the di�erent steps one by one, to turn absolute beginners 
with no previous experience in this field into confident users, capable of easily entering and 
exiting this sector as required by their investment strategy.

MARK ROBINSON
CEO  |  International Academy of Wealth
theinternationalacademyofwealth.com

Mark is the Founder and CEO of The International Academy of Wealth, an online education 
platform that equips users with the know-how to make smart investment decisions. For over 23 
years, Mark has worked with the likes of Business Owners, CEOs as well as investment 
newbies who wish to grow their wealth and attain financial independence.

Join Mark as he shares his Wealth Creation Strategies and how to Perfect one's Investment 
Portfolio; strategies that have helped scores of people take control of their financial future.



MONICA BATSUKH
Founder and CEO  |   Coaching Academy 
monicabatsukh.com

GOLD PARTNERS

MICHÈLE NEWPORT
Founder  |  Infinite Lens Leadership Academy
linkedin.com/in/michelenewport 

NEERAJ SHAH
Founder & CEO  |  Titan Masterminds
titanmasterminds.com

Inspired by a vision for humanity she saw in 1996, and her love of the wisdom of harmony found 
at the heart of Japanese culture, Michèle has dedicated her life to uncovering ways of being and 
perceiving that facilitate ‘high-performance harmony’ both within and without. Through 
conscious, life purpose alignment and infinite lens awareness activation, a di�erent quality of 
leadership arises, o�ering the clarity and direction that comes from true inner peace - even 
amidst a crisis. 
 
Developed to date mostly in Japanese through 20+ years of facilitating multi-modality therapist 
and personal development trainings, executive coaching and consulting, the infinite lens work 
is now in the process of becoming available in English too.

“By 2030, 3 million Mongolians will be empowered to lift themselves out of poverty." To 
achieve our goals, we empower anyone, anywhere, anytime in the world, to create what is 
most valuable to the success of our personal lives and businesses.

We help dynamic entrepreneurs & consultants to profitably double their digital revenues in 90 
days using Facebook & Linkedin marketing funnels … WITHOUT wasting time, tech overwhelm 
and spending a fortune on marketing.

NINA FJELDHAUG
Founder  |  ISPIRIT
ispirit.no

We coach, educate and empower leaders, business owners and their teams for self-leadership 
and collaboration to have more wellbeing, trust and flow.  

NYAIMA SMITH-TAYLOR
Founder/Marketing Coach and Strategist 
Serendipitous Marketing Matrix
smarketingmatrix.com

Creating marketing that aligns with your voice and builds rapport with your prospects to attract 
the perfect clients and create the impact that inspired you to start a business (even if you 
hate marketing).



SANDI HERRERA
Founder and CEO  |   Educator Dynamics 
educatordynamics.com

GOLD PARTNERS

RONNY KVIST
Founder, Owner and CEO  |  Ronny Kvist Inc.

SIMON ZUTSHI
Founder  |  pin
propertyinvestorsnetwork.co.uk

No 1 education and community for health professionals creating business online, with 30 years 
experience in creating peak performance in the health and fitness sector.

Sandi is an Entrepreneur, inspiring thought leader and culture & leadership coach transforming 
the culture of education and igniting the genius in educators and students across the world. 
She is the Founder & CEO of Educator Dynamics and GeniusSchool.US.  She has spent her 
entire career working with diverse populations to amplify the value of the unique amazing 
humans we all are and believes that when we ignite that inner genius we open the door to 
opportunities bigger than we could have ever imagined!

Sandi grew up in the small town of Big Bear Lake, CA and is mom to an amazing son.  She is a 
Global Partner with the Genius Group, an Accredited Genius Educator and the Edupreneur 
Leader within Genius School Global.

Simon Zutshi, experienced investor, successful entrepreneur and best-selling author, is widely 
recognised as one of the top wealth creation strategists in the UK. Having started to invest in 
property in 1995 and went on to become financially independent by the age of 32.

Passionate about sharing his experience, Simon founded the property investor’s network in 
2003 www.pinmeeting.co.uk which has grown to become the largest property networking 
organisation in the UK, with monthly meetings in 50 cities, designed specifically to provide a 
supportive, educational and inspirational environment for people like you to network with and 
learn from other successful investors.

SOFIE MARIN
Founder and Owner  |  Arts Dynamics
artsdynamics.com

Sofie founded the EdTech company Arts Dynamics in 2020 to help arts professionals, teams 
and cultural organisations build and grow high tech, high touch enterprises where they can 
combine purpose and profit for impact. The vision is to empower one million arts entrepre-
neurs globally by 2030 through world class training, mentorship and community support. She 
holds several board positions and is also city leader for Stockholm Entrepreneur Social.



GOLD PARTNERS

TAMAMI USHIKI
CEO  |  Japan Dynamics Group
jwda.org

TRACY EATON
Co-Founder & CEO  |  Remarkable Franchises
remarkablefranchises.com.au

Tamami has been supporting entrepreneurs and business owners all over Japan with the 
Wealth Dynamics methodology while raising awareness of this innovative strategy across the 
country. She learned directly from Roger and has had the most mentoring sessions with Roger 
in the world. 

I’m on this planet to bring out the best in people. And enable them to share their talents and 
special strengths with others. I am passionate about the impact education, at all levels, can 
have on the world and a sustainable future.

I have more than 30 years coaching, mentoring, training and facilitating collaborative learning 
– from ages 2 – 70 years. I am a trained teacher. I’ve lived and breathed Calisthenics at the 
highest club and state level coaching and training over 25 years.

TREY STINNETT
Wealth Dynamics Master Trainer and Flow Philosopher
Trey Stinnett
treystinnett.com

 I’m a serial entrepreneur and father of 2 living in St. Petersburg Florida with my beloved Grace 
and our two daughters Cosette and Evangeline.
 
After 15 years hustling as a small business owner and real estate investor, I found my way into 
public speaking for household celebrity names like Daymond John and Tony Robbins.
 
Traveling the world, the power of the mic, and meeting my idols led me to discover many tools 
that the ultra successful use to stay in flow - where they sustain real success on all planes of 
life - health, wealth, and love.
 
Today, my wife and I run a community called The Flow Club where we help overwhelmed 
business owners gain clarity so they can confidently scale their time with team to make the 
greatest impact possible.



GOLD PARTNERS

YOLANDE OPPERMAN
Financial Literacy Transformation  |  Finyos
finyos.co.za

We all have financial goals, but often have no idea how to make them happen. You may not 
always know what the future will hold, but with sound financial planning you can breathe easy 
knowing that - good or bad - you and your family are going to be able to weather the ups and 
downs. At Finyos we provide support and training by working together to plan and transform 
your business into a sustainable and growing business.

I started, built and sold my first business, a driving school, at 21.

Since 2007, I have become a published author, regularly published articles in business and 
franchise sector magazines and a passionate advocate for business success have been 
involved in the strategic planning, marketing, training development and coaching for franchis-
es and SME to grow their businesses.  For my contribution to franchising, I won WA Franchise 
Woman of the Year in 2018.

YVETTE SHOLDAS
Co-Founder & Managing Director  |  Remarkable Franchises
remarkablefranchises.com.au



ALMIRA ROSS
Founder  |  Dr. Almira Ross

SILVER PARTNERS

ANNE BLAND
Co-CEO  |  Future Proof Your Business
future-proof-your-business.com

ANNELIZE BOOYSEN
Founder  |  Insight
theinsight.group

CAROLINE FERGUSON
Mindset Trainer  |   Mindsetter Ltd
carolineferguson.com

CHANDRESH PALA
Founder  |  Cohezia
cohezia.com

CHARLOTTE MAWLE 
Managing Director  |  Change Optimised
changeoptimised.com.au

Empowering women in a new style of agile feminine leadership that plays to their natural 
strengths as women and enables them to e�ect lasting change in their organisations.

Helping organisations becoming financially successful AND having a lasting social impact in the 
world.

We help businesses to thrive with more time, money and impact by giving them the power to 
look beyond the (day-to-day) business.

Caroline Ferguson is a Mindset Trainer, speaker and Cognitive Behavioural Hypnotherapist. She 
enables change in aspiring high performers who want to stop sabotaging themselves and 
magnify their impact. 

Fusion Entrepreneur, Mentor, Investor and Transformation Strategist. Empowering people to 
create and scale profitable, purpose driven, global businesses that leverage exponential 
technologies. Our portfolio includes, Event Tech, FinTech, AR/VR, Impact Investment Platform.

Change Optimised specialises in Change Management and Organisational Development. Our 
purpose is to help organisations achieve e�ective and e�cient outcomes from large scale 
transformations. Combining the creativity of design thinking, the discipline of lean start-up and 
the value of a learning organisation we enable organisations to discover new value, deliver 
faster and create an awesome customer and employee experience.



CHRISTINE LITERA
Principal Consultant  |  Chrysallis Consulting
chrysallisconsulting.com

SILVER PARTNERS

EILEEN FORRESTAL
Co-Founder / CEO   |  Get Up and Go Publications Ltd 
getupandgodiary.com 

HELLE BROWNE
Intuitive Coach and Mentor to Entrepreneurs  |  Life by Design
linkedin.com/in/helle-browne-60381335

HUW JONES
Founder  |   Huw Jones
huwjones.nz

JAN POLAK
Founder  |  Prosperity Vision
janpolak.com

KATHLEEN HAMILTON 
Partnerships & Programmes Director  |  Force of Nature
forceofnature.xyz

Leadership Coach. Author. Consultant. Mentor.  Helping business leaders to find courage, confi-
dence and clarity, so they can have a business & life they deserve.

We produce a range of unique inspirational / transformational Diaries, Journals and Planners for 
adults and teens, to positively impact, and empower, the confidence, self-esteem, wellbeing 
and happiness of the reader. 

Intuitive coach and mentor to entrepreneurial and free spirits.
I am your thinking space and a power partner to explore and dive into your biggest possibilities.

Imagine a world in which the vast majority of us wake up inspired, committed, and energised to 
be at our best: living, learning and leading in flow.

Fusion Entrepreneur, Mentor, Investor and Transformation Strategist. Empowering people to 
create and scale profitable, purpose driven, global businesses that leverage exponential 
technologies. Our portfolio includes, Event Tech, FinTech, AR/VR, Impact Investment Platform.

Force of Nature is a youth non-profit mobilising mindsets for climate action.
 
Through our programmes, we cultivate individual agency, the tools in how to create change, 
and communities at scale. We support leaders across business, education and policy to centre 
young people in delivering intergenerational climate solutions.



LESLI GRANT
Owner & Coach  |  Rise & Shine Debating
debating.net.au

SILVER PARTNERS

DR. LIBBY KEMKARAN, MA CANTAB VETMB MRCVS
Director and Creator   |  TAMETM Your Brain Methodology 
kemkaran.com

LISA LEVITT
Principal  |  Panorama Health LLC
hy.page/panoramahealth

LISA MICHAELS
CEO  |   Impact Certifications
Lisa-Michaels.com

LOUISE MOSLEY
Founder  |  NB Coaching
nb-coaching.com

MARTIN RAPLEY
Founder and Lead Trainer  |  Refurbishment Mastery
refurbishmentmastery.com

A New System of Debating We use debating as a vehicle for students to gain skills that will 
serve them in further education and in a rapidly-changing world. The next generation of leaders, 
humanitarians, and creators, will not be afraid to be informed and speak out.

I help individuals rewire their limiting beliefs and use the power of Neuropsychology to achieve 
an online business in under 60days using what’s already in your hands.  Flow Consultant, 
degree in Behaviour/Neural Mechanisms of Behaviour.

Gain competitive advantage by delivering the right digital health services. Panorama Health 
customizes strategy, product development, pitches and launches for transformational growth. A 
front runner with important telehealth trends since 2014.

Lisa Michaels, CEO of Impact Certifications, author, speaker, GeniusU faculty and Performance 
Consultant, specializes in helping purpose-driven entrepreneurs leverage the power of certifi-
cations to dramatically grow their income. 

Having been through my own journey from corporate, to the Caribbean, to coaching I now 
support other corporate escapees to find their flow & become neutrally buoyant.

Refurbishment Mastery o�ers expert-led events, online training and coaching support to give 
property investors confidence and reassurance when carrying out property refurbishments, 
renovations or conversions.



MARYN VAN BILJON
Founder  |  Shine in Essence
shineinessence.com

SILVER PARTNERS

MIROSLAVA RUSNOKOVA
Founder   |  TalTech Services
taltechservices.business.site

NATALIE LEE
Founder  |  Soulfully Rich
soulfullyrich.com

NAZIA BEGUM
Founder  |   Mind and Bodee
mindandbodee.com/?v=79cba1185463

NIC PREDDLE
Founder  |  CluedUp
cluedup.co.nz

PAM LOB
Solepreneur  |  Pam Lob
pamlob.com

Shine in Essence provides and promotes products creating a better future for our world in align-
ment with the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development goals. Founded by Maryn van Biljon 
to empower women to live their dream.

Miroslava coaches and builds HR Ecosystems at IT companies.
She was awarded the national HR Talent Award for her results as a Head of HR at EXPONEA. 
The company was later acquired to form a 900 mil. USD valued Bloomreach.
Miroslava also founded the Mini Tech MBA for Women program.

Soulfully Rich was inspired by the spirit of local businesses and the passionate people behind 
them. We are creating a network of amazing entrepreneurs, advisors, and experts to connect 
and support each other. Our mission is to cultivate and support a leading ecosystem of socially 
conscious businesses built with tenacity and heart through classes, events, and a 
collaborative community.

We are on a mission to improve the health and wellbeing of our customers, through educating 
them on the benefits of a healthy gut. A Healthy Gut means a Healthy Mind and a Healthy Body.

CluedUp designs and delivers transformational team performance training, team building 
events and leadership coaching. We are a team of motivated and creative performance coach-
es, team building specialists, entertainers and event management professionals. 

Best selling author, podcast host and Wholistic Health Genie Pam Lob is passionate about all 
aspects of health, freedom and learning so we and the natural world can thrive.



SILVER PARTNERS

RUBY JOHNSON
Founder   |  College for Self-Realisation & Wholistic Psychonomy
wholisticpsychonomy.com

RUKHSANA AZIZ
Business Head  |  The Fictionary
thefictionary.in

SARA POMARE
CEO  |   Pomare Solutions

SARAH MARWICK
Founder and CEO  |  Know Your Purpose
knowyourpurpose.life

SARAH MILLS
Founder  |  Centenary Yoga
entenaryyoga.com.au

Ruby Johnson is founder of Wholistic Psychonomy. A teacher of over 40 years’ standing and 
well known coach, counsellor, facilitator and trainer she has successfully facilitated thousands 
of people in their process of awakening, transformation, integration, and empowerment ... 
through private consultations, seminars, workshops and courses.

We are a bunch of young collaborators who specialise in creating short films & brand stories.
If you have a song that needs a video or a script that needs a solid film, let's jam!

We provide you with strategies to build wealth without losing your soul.

Our purpose is to inspire teenagers and young adults to discover their strengths, passion and 
purpose, so that they can lead the change they want to see in the world. 

Centenary Yoga’s foundations are Well-Being & Self -Care. CY started as one teacher, one class. 
Five years later we have 6 amazing teachers and over 300 students. Health is Wealth.

SCOTTIEO MCCLURE
Founder and CEO  |  Ecstatic Hearts
ecstatichearts.com

ScottieO of Ecstatic Hearts, is an internationally renowned Tantra Teacher and best selling 
Author that has touched millions of lives with his message of love. 

SUE JACKSON
Co-CEO  |  Future Proof Your Business
future-proof-your-business.com

Helping organisations to become financially successful AND have a lasting social impact in the 
world based on Purpose, People, Planet and Profit.



SILVER PARTNERS

TOSIN AROWOJOLU
CEO   |  Leadership Excel Consultancy
leadershipexcel.com

VICKI MCGOWAN
Founder  |  REVA (Reliable E�cient Virtual Assistant)
reva.ie

WOON TAN
Founder  |   Podcast Publishing
podcastpublishing.help

YVONNE HAGGLUND
Director  |  Bovi Properties Ltd.

ZANDER GARCEZ
CEO  |  Humans In Flow
humansinflow.global

Tosin Arowojolu is a professional civil engineer who moved from the US to Bahrain in 2009. She 
is a certified leadership coach, speaker and trainer with the John Maxwell Group.

Vicki McGowan, an advocate of early-stage startups, supports individuals to accelerate the 
process of creating a service business through self-lead training courses, group and 1:1 mentor-
ing that is a�ordable and practical. 

Podcasting makes it easy to demonstrate your authority and influence. I support impact entre-
preneurs in launching and growing your podcast. At Podcast Publishing, my purpose is to share 
your voice to accelerate the impact that you make in the world. After starting my journey into 
podcasting in 2014, I was able to leave a 10 year career in insurance. Podcast Publishing was 
launched in 2019 and we have since worked with 12 podcasts and published over 
200 episodes. 

I have been in the Real Estate business for a number of years. I work with retiring landlords and 
homeowners, who are struggling to sell, finding solutions that are mutually beneficial.

Zander Garcez published 'Humans In Flow' book and he guides high achievers to drop in flow 
like a pro by using psychology, neuroscience, technology and gamification to boost creativity by 
700% and productivity by 500%.

ZAPHERIA BELL
Author, Speaker, Mentor of Leaders and Soul Midwife
Zapheria Bell 
courses.zapheriabell.com/programs

Zapheria Bell is both magical and refreshingly human. She is deeply dedicated to her path and 
with that dedication she brings you The Blue Diamond Souls - Calling in the next generation. 



GET THE EDUCATOR FAST TRACK 

PROGRAMME TODAY!

$270
Normal Rate: $970  

Save $700

A Educator Round Table mentoring session 
with one of our top mentors - Valued at $500

12 months membership of Rogers Genius 
Entrepreneur Mastermind - Valued at $970

Full GeniusU Mentor Status - Valued at $970

$2,000 worth of discount vouchers to use on 
entrepreneur education before September 
30th 2021 - Valued at $2,000+

A full suite of Genius 5.0 micro courses over 
12 months - Valued at $2360

Two tokens to take the upgraded 2020 
Wealth Dynamics or Talent Dynamics Tests 
- Valued at $194

An Onboarding call with your GEM team to 
navigate your 12 month journey 
- Valued at $500

12 x Monthly Ask me Anything live sessions 
with top mentors - Valued at $500

Bonus masterclasses throughout the year 
- Valued at $500

Exclusive access to a private GEM circle on 
GeniusU 
- Valued at $500

Preferential pricing on programmes and 
retreats - Valued Priceless

A quarterly Navigation call with the GEM 
Manager - Valued at $500

Join Now

https://app.geniusu.com/products/1063/payments/one_page/?lead_source=GES2021


EDUCATOR 5.0 MICROSCHOOL 
19th July - 13th August 2021

Learn how to build a $100,000+ education business within 

the next 6 - 12 months with a guaranteed minimum revenue 

of $1000 per week.

BOOK A CALL to secure your place in the Educator 5.0 

Microschool running from 19th July - 13th August 2021.

Book a Call

EDUCATOR 5.0

https://calendly.com/geniusu-global/education-summit-rrcall


COMMUNITY 5.0 MICROSCHOOL 
19th July - 13th August 2021

Learn how to build a $100,000+ Community business within 

the next 6-12 months with a guaranteed minimum revenue 

of $1000 per week.

BOOK A CALL to secure your place in the Community 5.0 

Microschool running from 19th July - 13th August 2021.

Book a Call

COMMUNITY 5.0

https://calendly.com/geniusu-global/education-summit-rrcall


Create a totally crisis proof plan for the 
next 12 months, allowing your business to 
double in size. Set yourself up for success 

over the next 12 months. 

Book a call to secure your seat at an event 
special rate or Learn More.

FIND OUT MORE AT

wdm.geniusu.com

Book a Call

https://calendly.com/geniusu-global/education-summit-rrcall


HIGH LEVEL PERSONAL MENTORING

Whether you are an accomplished entrepreneur, experienced investor or simply 
committed to ensuring the next twelve months are lived as fully as possible, then 

Crystal Circle will fast track your progress.

Do you want to learn and execute strategies 
to multiply your income?  

Do you want to have a path and strategy 
personalised and tailored to you, your 
circumstances and your current resources?

As a Crystal Circle member you will 
operate as a corporation, where you 
will create a disciplined approach 
through high level mentoring and 
coaching with Roger James Hamilton 
and his team.

crystalcircle.geniusu.com



8TH JULY 2020

EVENT SCHEDULE | DAY 1

The Summit Speakers and industry experts will share with you the 
latest tools and strategies to grow your business in a series of interac-
tive and action-packed sessions, with opportunity to connect with 
participants and share opportunities. Content includes:

The Future of Education
Learn what the future of education looks like and how this boom fits in your business. 

We are moving beyond the information society age into the impact or imagination 

society, where there is a digital layer across almost every aspect of our lives. Over the 

course of the next decade, with the rise of artificial intelligence and automated technolo-

gy, increasing numbers of traditional, manual, and customer service-based roles will 

diminish and there will be a reduced need for this workforce when computers and 

machines can do the jobs equally well. At the very least, the technology has well and 

truly earned its seat at the table of valuable education methods. Learn the tips to ride 

this wave.

Creating a movement and building a trusted community.
Learn how you can create a purpose driven trusted communities that not just joins you 

as followers and customers but becomes your brands advocates. They are aligned to 

your purpose and mission. The future of edtech and education systems will be the 

classroom in the cloud–combined with high tech delivery and high touch tuition–that will 

become the heart of education, not merely the wrapping around it. Education 5.0 

strategies will show you how you can build a one global classroom.

Marketing your Education Business
Learn the top marketing strategies that increases your sales, magnifies your impact, 

helps you create better design, and most of all, gives you a chance to be proud of your 

work. You will learn how you can build your ideas, business, community and also make 

an impact. You will also learn how the smartest entrepreneurs are marketing their 

education businesses that allow them to work from anywhere and learn from every-

where, with the right systems, partnerships and teams to grow a global business, and 

giving you freedom to travel.

How to build Personalised Learning Pathways?
Learn how to design a curriculum that aligns to a learners own personal passions, 

purpose and strengths, using the tools that over a million entrepreneurs and educators 

around the world are using to follow their personal path and stay in their flow.



9TH JULY 2020

EVENT SCHEDULE | DAY 2

The Summit Speakers and industry experts will share with you the 
latest tools and strategies to grow your business in a series of interac-
tive and action-packed sessions, with opportunity to connect with 
participants and share opportunities. Content includes:

How to build an Education 5.0 and 
Community Business Plan
In today’s marketplace, it can be really challenging to build a business in a scalable and 

sustainable way. It can be extremely di�cult to find a unique point of di�erence that 

allows you to really stand out from the crowd. Discover how by building your Education 

5.0 and Community 5.0 Plan, you can double your turnover during the next 12 months 

while also building trust and flow for a sustainable business. You will get templates of 

plans built by top Education 5.0 businesses.

Practical Examples and Case studies that you can copy.
Learn how to put together an Education and Community business plan from practical 

examples. We will be joined by inudstry experts who are thriving in this edtech boom 

and they will be sharing specific case studies from which you can learn.

Creating a Global Business
Roger will share with you the tools and techniques he has used to create a global 

multi-million dollar business with over 1,200,000 members in over 40 cities globally.



WEALTH
DYNAMICS
S P E C T R U M
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Infared Level: The Victim

Red Level: The Survivor

Orange Level: The Worker

Yellow Level: The Player

Green Level: The Performer

Blue Level: The Conductor

Indigo Level: The Trustee

Violet Level: The Composer

Ultraviolet Level: The Legend

Infra-red falls deeper in debt month after month. The steps that move you up are not as simple as 
cutting up your credit cards. Infra-red comes from separation, and the steps that connect you back 
to flow will surprise and excite you.

Red makes just enough money to have nothing. You may even have a successful business, but if 
you are just surviving personally, you may be at Red level. The steps to move out are not about 
following your passion – but a value that points in another direction.

Orange is someone who works for a living. You entrust others to know how to monetize your time 
but if market conditions change, you are in danger of losing your job. Understanding how to 
package, price and promote will empower you for life.

Yellow is empowered to forge your own journey. You know how to create value, leverage it and 
make money in your niche. The next step up is to master not how you make money, but how you 
help others make money. The tools you need are the opposite…

Green enables enterprises: The skills and mastery to lead a team profitably is entirely di�erent 
from self-employment, but the rewards are exponential regardless of whether you own 
investments or enterprises. The catch is, you still need to be part of the team.

Blue frees you entirely from having your hands full. Blue level has multiple investments and have 
mastered both cash and capital. When you have become a successful performer in wealth, the 
skills to turn from facing the audience to facing your performers is not as easy as it sounds.

Indigo is the playground of the billionaire. When you have mastered the enterprise prism, trust 
becomes your greatest asset and one that you can monetize in magical ways. Understand this 
level, and you will see the world’s wealthy through a new lens.

Violet prints our currencies, sets our taxes and scripts the tunes we dance to. Until recently the 
domain of nations, more entrepreneurs, leaders and communities are now stepping into the role 
of composer and rewriting the rules.

Those at ultraviolet are the symbols to live by, like legends on a map. Their name becomes synon-
ymous with their composition, and are left as a legacy. Understanding the steps at this ninth level 
gives us a context to navigate e�ectively.

THE FOUNDATION PRISM

THE ENTERPRISE PRISM

THE ALCHEMY PRISM



THE IMPACT METER

LEVEL 7
1m Customers

LEVEL 6
100k Customers

LEVEL 5
10k Customers

LEVEL 4
1k Customers

LEVEL 2
10 Customers

LEVEL 3
100 Customers

LEVEL 1
1 Customer

GLOBAL IMPACT WITH THE POWER  TO LEAVE A LEGACY

Have I directed the trust that I am growing towards 
a meaningful global purpose?

PREDICTABLE, REPLICABLE AND VIABLE MODEL 
TO GROW WITH

Have I found a repeatable pathway from my markets 
need, to my solution that I can measure?

NATIONAL IMPACT, WITH THE INFLUENCE TO SHAPE 
THE FUTURE

Am I establishing a mission, culture and model that is 
inspiring others on their journeys?

MARKET LEADERSHIP, ATTRACTING RESOURCES 
AND PARTNERSHIPS

Have I built a reputation that attracts the financing, 
partners and support to leverage with?

SCALABLE TEAM AND TIME TO DEVELOP A 
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

Am I growing my team and time to enable the 
business to run well without me?

INTIMATE USER GROUP TO MAXIMISE VALUE 
AND MARKET FIT

Can I scale my solution to ten people such that they 
are willing to pay and refer me to others?

PERSONAL SERVICE TO SOLVE ONE 
PERSON'S PROBLEM

Am I solving a problem for someone who trusts me 
that they are willing to pay to have solved?



WHAT IS YOUR IKIGAI AND 

WHY IT’S THE KEY TO YOUR SUCCESS

In a world full of mass media and machine thinking, how can you find the right personalized 
path for you and your team? At the heart of Society 5.0 is the Japanese concept of IKIGAI. 
Your Ikigai is your ‘reason for being’. It’s unique to you, and you will discover it at the 
Global Entrepreneur Summit.

Your Ikigai is the combination of what you love (Your passions), what the world needs (Your 
purpose), what you’re good at (Your talents) and what you get paid for (Your business model). 
Before the event you will be given links to the Passion Test, Purpose Test, Wealth Dynamics Test 
and Impact Test. These will give you clarity on your personal Ikigai.

When you know your Ikigai and the Ikigai of your team, partners, friends and family, you have a 
key to unlock your personal path to success in the decade ahead. This self awareness, together 
with the self mastery that comes from riding the Top 10 waves and self expression that comes 
from using the Top 10 tools, will make the event an unforgettable experience for you and those 
you invite to join you.



SOPHIE HOWARD

Founder, Aspiring 

Entrepreneurs

‘Our T-shirt business has grown 12 times the size in under six months 
of working with Roger, and we’re projecting it’ll double again before 
the end of the year and hit $1 million. It’s impressive for something 
that was in a testing stage when we first met Roger. 

The key thing for us was recognising that you don’t need to keep 
putting the foot on the gas all the time; simply by nurturing your team 
and defining your rhythm you can accelerate growth.’  

RICHARD FLANAGAN

Founder, Tshirtify 

‘Roger’s message about the importance of paying yourself AND 
paying yourself well made a huge impact. I realised I wasn’t doing as 
well as I had thought. I made major changes to my life and haven’t 
looked back since.’

BERYL OLDHAM

Managing Director,

Complete Learning 

Solutions

‘It’s such a special experience to be in a packed room with people 
where everyone is actively wanting you to succeed!’ 

CAMILLA HAUGSTEN

Co-Founder, Ouroboros

‘I had just sold my $1 million Amazon business and was looking for 
guidance what to do next. I wanted someone who would help me 
leverage my strengths and pick from my many business ideas. 

Roger Hamilton helped me build my coaching business and I 
immediately saw my one-to-one coaching fees go up from $5K to 
$10K. I also grew Product University, a passive membership site, in the 
first months attracting over 60 people at the annual fee of $997.’ 

TESTIMONIALS




